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Hand Hygiene

HYGIENE
Hygiene is not a luxury but rather a basic need of every human
being. An unsanitary area is like a playground for a range of
different bacteria which can cause disease and, in turn, a
decrease in productivity. After all, skin diseases are a common
cause of absence from work.
A hygienic environment will contribute to the welfare and
motivation of your employees.
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THE DEB GROUP AND ERIKS:
THE ULTIMATE HAND HYGIENE TEAM!!
The Deb range offers a unique structured and coordinated
skincare solution for all employees in the workplace.
With an extensive assortment of skincare products we
reach out to all companies and organisations that put their
employees and customers’ well-being first. The leading
formulations and high-quality dispensing systems always
have one objective in mind: to ensure a safe and healthy
work environment with cost-effective solutions that respect
the environment.

ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY PRODUCTS

UNIVERSAL CONCEPT

‘Only the very best products, ensuring reduced environmental impact, may carry the EU Ecolabel.’
(European Commission)

‘Universal’ is an important concept for the correct use of
skincare products and dispensing systems. Deb respects
this. Our many years’ experience with users of our
products and dispensing systems have provided us with
an effective overview of the factors that play a role in
maintaining skincare regimes. A clear understanding of
the products that must be used with each application and
the way this should be done is paramount. That’s why our
products and dispensing systems include universal
pictograms, recognisable colours and unambiguous
wording.
 Colour codes:
Are consistently used for
all our products,
dispensers and training
materials so that the
product type can be
quickly identified.
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 Universal pictograms:
Demonstrate each step of the Deb Skin
Care System™ and inform the user of
the product’s objective.
 Illustrations of use:
Encourage proper hand hygiene and
universal visual language.
 Unambiguous wording:
Ensures correct use of the products.
 Multilingual product
labels:
Make it possible to
use the same
products in several
countries.
 International article codes:
Simplify administration and facilitate traceability.
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Many of Deb’s cleaning products are EU Ecolabel
certified. This is the official European environmental label
Ecolabel is a voluntary programme in which products must
comply with strict technical criteria using a Life Cycle
Analyses (LCA). This includes the most important
environmental aspects in all phases of the life cycle,
including manufacturing, use and disposal.

A UNIQUE SOLUTION
The unique Deb Skin Care System™ consists of 6 steps
that incorporate ‘best class’ products and support
activities:
Protection
Creams that are applied to the
skin before work to protect the
skin from contaminating
substances and hostile
conditions allowing the skin to
be easily cleaned.
Cleansing
Hand and skin cleansers that
are tailored to meet the specific
needs and preferences of
diverse workplaces.
Care
Conditioning creams that help
keep the hands supple, soft and
healthy. Healthy skin is
extremely important for proper
hand hygiene.
Training
Encouraging good skincare
practices by providing material
for educational and training
purposes and to increase
awareness among employees.
Audit
Implementing and maintaining
the effectiveness of the Deb Skin
Care programme by performing
audits.
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SKINCARE - PROTECTION

DEB UNIVERSAL PROTECT
Universal pre-work skin cream to help protect the skin against contact with water
and non-water based contaminants. Perfume-free and non-greasy.
In 150 ml and 1 l cartridge for dispenser.
Order reference
PPE0000800
PPE0000801

Content
150 ml
1l

Package
12 pcs
6 pcs

DEB PROTECT 1000 DISPENSER
Dispenser for Universal Protect 1 l.
Order reference
PPE0000804

Color
White/Orange

Package
1 pcs

DEB SUN PROTECT
SPF30 sunscreen to protect the skin against the sun’s harmful UV-A (ageing) &
UV-B (burning) rays. Perfume-free and non-greasy, its photostable formula contains
a moisturiser and is also water-resistant.
In 150 ml and 1 l cartridge for dispenser.
Order reference
PPE0000802
PPE0000803

Content
150 ml
1l

Package
12 pcs
6 pcs
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DEB SUN 1000 DISPENSER
Dispenser for Deb Sun Protect 1 l.
Order reference
PPE0000805
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Color
White/Orange

Package
1 pcs
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SKINCARE - CLEANSE + DISPENSERS

DEB CLEAR FOAM WASH
Perfume-free and dye-free, mild foam soap for general washroom use.
1 l and 1,2 l cartridges for dispenser.
Order reference
PPE0000807
PPE0000808

Content
1l
1 ,2 l

Package
6 pcs
3 pcs

DEB WASHROOM 1000 DISPENSER
Dispenser for 1 l cartridge
Order reference
PPE0000809

Color
White/Blue

Package
1 pcs

DEB TOUCHFREE II DISPENSER
Automatic TouchFree dispenser for 1.2 l cartridge.
Order reference
PPE0000812
PPE0000811
PPE0000810

Color
Blue
White
Black/chrome

Package
1 pcs
1 pcs
1 pcs
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DEB HAIR & BODY WASH
All over hair & body lotion wash with an invigorating rainforest fresh fragrance.
1 l and 2 l cartridges.
Order reference
PPE0000813
PPE0000814
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Content
1l
2l

Package
6 pcs
4 pcs
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DEB CLEANSE SHOWER 1000/2000 DISPENSER
Dispenser for Deb Hair & Body Wash cartridges 1 l and 2 l.
Order reference
PPE0000815
PPE0000816

Type
1000- 1 l
2000 - 2 l

Package
1 pcs
1 pcs

  

DEB OXYBAC EXTRA LOTION WASH
- Unique, perfume-free broad spectrum antibacterial rich-cream foam hand wash.
- Combines Accelerated Hydrogen Peroxide® with Deb Foam Technology™
- Kills 99.999% of many common bacteria.
- 1 l & 2 l catridges
Order reference
PPE0128310
PPE0128311

Content
1l
2l

Package
6 pcs
4 pcs

DEB CLEANSE ANTIBAC 1000 DISPENSER
Dispenser for Deb Oxybac 1 l cartridges.
Order reference
PPE0000821

Color
White/Blue-green

Package
1 pcs
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DEB CLEANSE ANTIBAC 2000 (FOAM) DISPENSER
Dispenser for Deb Oxybac 2 l cartridges.
Order reference
PPE0000822
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Color
White/Blue-green

Package
1 pcs
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DEB NATURAL POWER WASH
Uses the power of Debasol®, Deb’s patented combination of solvent free, natural
sunflower oil extracts with cornmeal and ground olive oil stone scrub to provide a
highly effective ‘deep-clean’ performance.
Order reference
PPE0000826
PPE0000827

Content
2l
4l

Package
4 pcs
4 pcs

DEB CITRUS POWER WASH
Uses the power of natural orange oil extracts in combination with cornmeal hand
scrub to provide a highly effective cleaning performance.
Order reference
PPE0000828
PPE0000829

Content
2l
4l

Package
4 pcs
4 pcs

DEB CLEANSE HEAVY 2000/4000 DISPENSER
Dispenser for 2L or 4L cartridge Power Wash.
Order reference
PPE0000830
PPE0000831

Type
2000 - 2 l
4000 - 4 l

Package
1 pcs
1 pcs
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DEB GRITTYFOAM®
- First heavy duty foam hand cleaner in the world with non-abrasive cornmeal
bio-scrubbers (TM) is powerful yet gentle to the skin to remove most industrial
soils.
- The rapid and effective deep cleaning, combined with excellent feel of the skin
during and after use..
- Up to 45 % more hand washes per liter compared to traditional hand cleaners.
Order reference
PPE0000824
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Content
3,25 l

Package
4 pcs
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SKINCARE - RESTORE + DISPENSERS

DEB PURE RESTORE
- Perfume-free and dye-free, highly effective mild after-work conditioning cream.
- Provide effective skin care whether skin is dry, sore, chapped or in normal
condition.
- Tube from 150 ml and dipenser cartridge 1 l.
Order reference
PPE0000842
PPE0000843

Content
150 ml
1l

Package
12 pcs
6 pcs

DEB RESTORE 1000 DISPENSER
Dispenser for Deb Pure Restore 1 l..
Order reference
PPE0000844

Color
White/Green

Package
1 pcs

SKINCARE - SANITISE + DISPENSERS

DEB INSTANTFOAM PUMPBOTTLE
- Highly effective, perfume-free, dye-free alcohol-based foam hand sanitiser with
moisturiser.
- Use without water to kill 99.999 % of many common germs in just 15 seconds.
Order reference
PPE0000833
PPE0000835

Content
47 ml
400 ml

Package
12 pcs
6 pcs
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DEB INSTANTFOAM
- Highly effective, perfume-free, dye-free alcohol-based foam hand sanitiser with
moisturiser.
- Use without water to kill 99.999 % of many common germs in just 15 seconds.
- Cartridge 1 l and 1,2 l for Deb Touchfree dispenser.
Order reference
PPE0000836
PPE0000837
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Content
1l
1,2 l

Package
6 pcs
3 pcs
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DEB SANITISE 1000 DISPENSER
Dispenser for cartridge 1 l.
Order reference
PPE0000838

Color
White

Package
1 pcs

DEB TOUCHFREE II DISPENSER SANITISE
Dispenser for cartridge 1,2 l.
Order reference
PPE0000839

Color
White

Package
1 pcs

DEB SANITISE STAND
Supplied without dispenser.
Order reference
PPE0000840

Package
1

9
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SKIN SAFETY CENTRES

DEB SKIN PROTECTION CENTRE SMALL FOR INDUSTRY
Size 500 mm (width)) x 500 mm (hight) contains:
- 1 dispenser Protect 1000.
- 1 dispenser Cleanse Heavy 2000.
- 1 dispenser Restore 1000.
Order reference
PPE0000845
PPE0000846
PPE0000847
PPE0000848

Version
Dutch
French
English
German

DEB SKIN HYGIENE CENTRE
Size 500 mm (width) x 375 mm (hight) contains:
- 1 dispenser Sanitise 1000.
- 1 dispenser Cleanse Antibac 1000.
- 1 dispenser Restore 1000.
Order reference
PPE0000849
PPE0000850
PPE0000851
PPE0000852

Version
Dutch
French
English
German

DEB SKIN PROTECTION CENTRE BIG FOR INDUSTRY
Size 800 mm (width)) x 570 mm (hight) contains:
- 1 dispenser Protect 1000.
- 1 dispenser Cleanse Light 2000.
- 1 dispenser Cleanse Heavy 2000.
- 1 dispenser Restore 1000.
Order reference
PPE0000853
PPE0000854
PPE0000855
PPE0000856
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Version
Dutch
French
English
German
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WET WIPES

DEB UNIVERSAL WIPES
- Universal wipes for general hand cleaning, such as removing oil, grease and
grime.
- The impregnated tough, extra large wipes.
- Available in a handy, easy-to-use pack which can be used whilst on the move,
with no need for water.
- 150 pieces/bucket.
Order reference
PPE0000832

Package
4 pcs

RX MULTI WIPE
- Waterless cleaning wipe for industrial cleaning and degreasing.
- Dermatologically tested.
- Supplied in easy to carry tub.
- 150 wipes per tub.
Order reference
PPE0140001

Package
4 pcs

RX MAX WIPE
- Heavy-duty cleaning wipe.
- Scrub impregnated with effective disinfectant for waterless cleaning.
- Includes fast-acting anti-bacterial agent to sanitise as well as clean.
- Supplied in handy sized tubs.
- 80 wipes per tub.
Order reference
PPE0140002

Color
10 pcs
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